Best practice

A little less practical option

release #1
track 1 NL-ABC-18-00101
track 2 NL-ABC-18-00102
track 3 NL-ABC-18-00103

release #1
track 1 NL-ABC-18-00001
track 2 NL-ABC-18-00002
track 3 NL-ABC-18-00003

release #2
track 1 NL-ABC-18-00201
track 2 NL-ABC-18-00202
track 3 NL-ABC-18-00203
track 4 NL-ABC-18-00204

release #2
track 1 NL-ABC-18-00004
track 2 NL-ABC-18-00005
track 3 NL-ABC-18-00006
track 4 NL-ABC-18-00007

All songs need a seperate ISRC code
Obviously every song needs a seperate ISRC code but also
every version needs a seperate code. This means that for
instance if you have a radio and extended version of the same
song, they both need a seperate code assigned. Also an explicit
and clean version need a different code, they are 2 versions. A
seperate master for streaming services and CD use the same code because the song itself
is the same, it's just a different master.

How to get ISRC codes
If you are going to release just digitally and have no plans on making a phyical product
(CD) you can use a service like CD-baby or Tunecore. They will not just upload your
music to all streaming services, but they can also assign an ISRC code for you when you
don't fill in the code yourself during upload. The problem could be that you don't know
what code your song has (though the code is most probably in the confimation mail).
When you have plans on releasing on CD as well, you need the same ISRC code for the
CD as well as the digtal release. That could be tricky since for CD, you need a DDP for
the CD factory with the codes embedded, but when using a distributor (cdbaby/tunecore) you get the codes after upload and obviously the CD needs to be pressed
before the digital release. To avoid that chicken and egg (what was first?) game it's a
good idea to make your own ISRC codes.

Getting your own repetoir code
As explained before, the repetoir code (NL-ABC-18-00101) is 'your own code', but how
can you have that code assigned? For the Netherlands it's quite simple, you can send
an email to isrc@sena.nl. It's free of charge and useually they respond pretty fast. For
other countries it depends, but the local society for copyright, composers and music
publishers can help you with that. Once you have the repetoir code assigned, you can
make your own ISRC codes, it's that simple! One note on this, ISRC codes should be free
of charge.

Embedding ISRC codes
For CD it's quite simple, I will make a DDP image and embed the ISRC codes along with
CD text and things and that DDP is send to the CD factory for replication or duplication.
You just deliver the codes and other info to me and I will take care of the rest. It's also

